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Preface

Financial Accounting, Second Canadian Edition, in combination with MyAccountingLab, translates the essentials of accounting to students so they understand “why” and “when” financially sound decisions are made in business today. Financial Accounting and MyAccountingLab work together to solidify students’ understanding of the language of business, leading them to success.

Financial Accounting, Second Canadian Edition, was originally adapted from an innovative text published in the United States. We took on the project of adapting this book for a Canadian audience because we found in the original text a solid foundation on which to build a Canadian financial accounting textbook. The features of the text, such as its focus on decision making, the clarity of its writing style, its innovative pedagogical features and approach to the visuals, and, of course, MyAccountingLab, provided an excellent starting point for the Canadian edition.

Improvements made to the second Canadian edition have been focused on satisfying the differing needs and abilities of students. This edition has been enhanced with new pedagogical features designed to help students approach the material from different perspectives. This new edition also boasts enhanced coverage of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the Accounting Standards for Private Enterprise (ASPE), clearly distinguishing between these two approaches throughout the text.

We have been teaching financial accounting for many years and have prepared this text so that it highlights the relevance of accounting to all students, whether or not they are planning a career in accounting. The text is written in a way that provides students with coverage of the essential financial accounting concepts and in a way that will help them relate these concepts to their everyday lives:

- **Focus on Decision Making**
  Beginning with Chapter 1, an emphasis is placed on the importance of making financially sound business decisions. This emphasis helps students determine how much risk and impact is involved in the types of decisions they may encounter in their future careers. Ethics and ratio coverage are also woven throughout the text to continually support this decision-making focus.

- **Coverage of IFRS and ASPE**
  IFRS and Canadian ASPE are used in Canada for different business sectors—publicly accountable entities and private enterprises. There are many similarities in IFRS and Canadian ASPE; therefore, this textbook focuses its discussion on IFRS. There are a few specific topics that are treated differently in IFRS and Canadian ASPE, and in these situations, the differences are described and highlighted. Where relevant, we have included a new table at the end of each chapter outlining the differences between IFRS and ASPE as they relate to the topic at hand.

- **Balanced Coverage**
  It is important for students to understand how financial accounting applies in small business scenarios as well as corporate ones. Financial Accounting, Second Canadian Edition, provides a straightforward look at the way many different types of organizations use accounting to ensure students are equipped with the knowledge they need.

  Students also need to understand both the “how” and the “why” of accounting. This text offers an appropriate blend of two perspectives—the preparer of accounting information and
the user of accounting information—and uses this balanced approach to provide students with a solid grasp of accounting fundamentals and a clear understanding of how accounting information is used to make good business decisions. By demonstrating not only how to create information that communicates the activities of an organization but also why this information is important to a wide variety of users, the reader will see the relevance of financial accounting for anyone in society.

This text would be appropriate for any introductory financial accounting course. The book covers the concepts needed for accounting majors pursuing an accounting designation, but it is also appropriate for non-accounting students due to the interactive and user-friendly approach. The end-of-chapter problems cover a range of levels of difficulty, which, when combined with the Demo Doc problems in each chapter and the unlimited problems available in MyAccountingLab, will enable students who have never been exposed to accounting to work their way up to the more challenging problems, and ensure that those students who excel in the concepts will still be able to work on challenging problems.

This adaptation started with an American text that had many of the necessary elements for a Canadian market. We made a number of important changes to make the text relevant to a Canadian audience. Most importantly, coverage in the Canadian text is based on the IFRS and ASPE. Concepts that were not relevant to Canada, such as LIFO, were replaced with complete coverage of concepts that are relevant. Chapter 1 now incorporates an introduction to the careers in accounting that are available in Canada, both IFRS and ASPE are described and introduced, and terminology changes (for example, from stockholder to shareholder) are implemented. Chapter 4, which details the relationship between ethics and accounting, required significant adaptations to make the material relevant to Canadian students. Canadian accounting scandals and the impact of international accounting scandals on the Canadian accounting system are presented. The perpetual inventory system is illustrated in detail, while the periodic inventory system is presented in the appendix to Chapter 5. The LIFO cost flow assumption is removed from Chapter 6. A new appendix to cover accounting for leases is added to Chapter 8. The concept of par value shares is removed from the discussion of shares in Chapter 10. The Canadian edition is also full of Canadian examples and stories, which will help to create an interest among students in the Canadian business environment.

ORGANIZATION

The second Canadian edition of Financial Accounting takes a cumulative approach to the concepts. Each topic builds on the knowledge of the previous chapters. The placement of a brief look at the financial statements in the first chapter helps to tie each of the following chapters together. The text also incorporates a blend of theory and application. Readers are provided with the tools necessary for understanding the creation of the financial statements through technical details and resources such as the Demo Doc problems and end-of-chapter questions. At the same time, readers are able to see how the concepts are relevant to all users of financial statements through examples, the presentation of various perspectives, and features such as the Focus on Users box.

Financial Accounting, Second Canadian Edition, begins with the introduction of accounting as the language of organizations. This is followed by what a career in accounting might be like, then a brief description of financial statements. This description of the financial statements is used to link the chapters together as each chapter delves deeper into specific elements of the financial statements.

Next, the text demonstrates the accounting equation and works through the accounting cycle, continuously referring back to the accounting equation. Concepts are built one on top of the other in layers that will eventually result in a complete picture of the financial statements, including a wide breadth of knowledge along with significant depth of detail.
Once the fundamentals have been presented, a full chapter is devoted to examining how ethics and accounting merge together. This chapter is filled with real-life examples that will ground the discussion and provide students with an idea of how significant an issue ethics can be.

Chapters 5 through 10 tackle the various groups of accounts (assets, liabilities, shareholders’ equity). Each chapter covers the most important concepts for each type of account in enough depth to prepare students for subsequent financial and managerial accounting courses.

The text then returns to the financial statements by demonstrating the creation of the statement of cash flows and its uses, followed by an in-depth look at financial statement analysis in the final chapter. This brings the text full circle from starting with the financial statements, then breaking them down into their various elements, and returning back to the statements in full detail with a view to describing what the financial statements tell us, the users.

NEW TO THE SECOND CANADIAN EDITION

In addition to a thoroughly revised and updated text, the second Canadian edition boasts a number of new features and enhancements.

1. Conceptual Framework: The conceptual framework has been enhanced in Chapter 1 and throughout the book.

2. Coverage of IFRS and ASPE: Coverage of IFRS and ASPE has been thoroughly updated and enhanced throughout the book. Marginal icons indicate where IFRS and ASPE are mentioned in the main text, and the end of each chapter boasts a table summarizing how IFRS and ASPE approach the key concepts covered in the chapter.

3. Transaction Analysis: Transaction analysis has been incorporated in the margins throughout the book, in equation format.

4. Investments Appendix: In response to instructor needs, we have added an appendix at the end of the book dealing with accounting for investments.

5. Increased Coverage of Canadian Companies: Wherever possible, Canadian companies have been used as examples throughout the text.

6. Student-Friendly Pedagogy: In addition to the incorporation of transaction analysis, we have also made a number of student-friendly pedagogical enhancements to the book. These include
   a. Memory Tips: Found in the margin, these features provide students with helpful tips related to the concept discussed in the main text.
   b. Still Don’t Get It?: These features assist students with accounting concepts that they tend to struggle with. These marginal icons direct students to MyAccountingLab where they will find an alternate explanation of the concept being discussed in the main text.
   c. Colour Coding: To enhance support of visual learners, we have implemented a colour coding strategy across the visuals in the text.

   • Assets: Dark Blue
   • Liabilities: Peach
   • Owners’ Equity: Dark Green
   • Dividends: Purple
   • Expenses: Light Green
   • Revenues: Red

Changes to Each Chapter

Chapter 1 has been updated to include learning objectives that stress the importance of identifying the needs of different users of accounting information. We have also streamlined and simplified the conceptual framework, adding visuals to represent the different components of the conceptual framework and how they relate to each other.
Chapter 2 boasts new illustrations designed to help students understand how accounts are organized.

Chapter 3 includes new illustrations of the period assumption, as well as several new diagrams that illustrate accrual versus cash basis accounting. We have reclassified the adjusting entries as adjusting expenses and adjusting revenues versus accruals and deferrals, and added an alternate method for adjusting prepaid expenses and unearned revenue. This chapter also includes new adjusting examples.

Chapter 4 includes updates to the petty cash fund appendix with new examples and illustrations for clarity.

Chapter 5 has been updated to focus on the perpetual inventory system. We have moved the periodic inventory system to an appendix for reference. This chapter has been reorganized to divide freight-related activities between purchasing and selling.

Chapter 6 includes a new example of the specific identification method, and a more in-depth illustration and numerical example of lower of cost or net realizable value (LCNRV). We have also added a numerical example related to damaged goods.

Chapter 7 includes a new section dealing with the need for judgment in recognizing revenue. We have also added an exhibit that illustrates how the direct write-off method violates the matching principle. This chapter also includes a new section, entitled “The Adequacy of the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts,” which includes an example that illustrates the case of having a debit AFDA balance at the end of the period.

Chapter 8 has been updated to include a new learning objective on ratio analysis. We have added real-life examples from Canadian companies’ financial statements, as well as a CCA explanation with accompanying end-of-chapter questions. We have also added a new appendix on accounting for leases.

Chapter 9 has been enhanced with more real-life examples drawn from the financial statements of Canadian companies. We have also enhanced the coverage of the effective interest method.

Chapter 10 has been enhanced with more real-life examples drawn from the financial statements of Canadian companies.

Chapter 11 includes an introduction to the statement of cash flows using iconic illustrations. We have also added components of the statement of cash flows and an example of loss on sale of assets.

Chapter 12 has been thoroughly updated and includes new illustrations.

ENHANCEMENTS FOR LEARNING

Presenting Concepts with Clarity and Purpose

The first thing that will distract students is jargon and difficult language, especially when it comes to understanding accounting concepts. Waybright, Kemp, and Elbarrad have crafted a text that is written the way a great teacher would speak in class, with both clarity and purpose. Engaging, easy-to-understand examples are used throughout, facilitating the reader-friendly style of the text.

Question and Answer Format

Some of the most teachable moments happen when a student asks a key question that gets straight to the heart of a topic. This text mirrors that approach by providing key questions in the headers, followed by clear, direct, and detailed explanations.
Seeing It All Together

Waybright, Kemp, and Elbarrad effectively illustrate the connection between accounting equations and big picture concepts by introducing a slight twist on the visuals used in the text. Instead of presenting the details of the journal entries, general ledger, and T-accounts in isolation, Financial Accounting, Second Canadian Edition, shows these details within the context of the accounting equation and financial statements. This approach helps students appreciate the steps involved in preparing and interpreting financial statements, which is critical to their understanding of the material and success in the course.

Transaction Analysis

Presented in the margin, transaction analysis has been linked to financial statements throughout the text to illustrate the impact of each transaction on the financial statement, and support the development of a basic understanding of the impact of everyday activities on the business.

Demo Docs

The Demo Doc examples consist of entire problems, worked through step by step, from start to finish, narrated with the kind of comments that instructors would make in class. The Demo Docs are available in most chapters of the text. In addition to the printed Demo Docs, Flash-animated versions are available so that students can watch the problems as they are worked through while listening to the explanations and details. Demo Docs will aid students when they are trying to solve exercises and problems on their own, duplicating the classroom experience outside of class.

Decision Guidelines

Decision Guidelines summarize the chapter’s key terms, concepts, and formulas in the context of business decisions. Found throughout and at the end of each chapter, Decision Guidelines show each decision and how to evaluate it so students can readily see the value in, and for, a business. Overall, these guidelines continue to reinforce how accounting information is used to make decisions in business.
Accounting in Your World

Found in every chapter, the Accounting in Your World boxed feature personalizes accounting challenges, issues, and ethical situations for students to evaluate from their own perspective.

Critical Thinking

Critical Thinking questions appear throughout each chapter, providing students with the opportunity to think about the impact of the accounting treatment on the accounts, the financial statements, as well as on the company’s financial objectives and shareholders’ objectives. Critical thinking reinforces how accounting information is used to impact decision makers and their respective objectives.

Concept Checks

Concept Checks appear throughout the chapters so that students can review their understanding and interpretation of the material. By showing “what it is” and “why and when it matters” together, these checks allow students a place to pause and interpret what they’ve just learned.

Focus on Users

The Focus on Users feature shows the links between the concepts covered in each chapter and how that accounting information is used by a wide variety of individuals, whether they are inside an organization or outside, accountants or not. The main concepts of each chapter are examined from the viewpoints of various users, such as shareholders and investors, management, competitors, and unions. By demonstrating not only how to create information that communicates the activities of an organization, but also why this information is important to a wide variety of users, the reader will see the relevance of financial accounting for anyone in society. By highlighting these differing viewpoints, the reader also gets a sense of the difficulty in pleasing all users with one set of financial accounting statements and the challenges that arise during the preparation of these statements.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

Accounting Practice

Waybright, Kemp, and Elbarrad understand that the key to students’ accounting success is in the practice and work completed in the end-of-chapter problem material. With this in mind, this text presents the material so that students progress from simple calculative exercises, to a mixture of calculative and conceptual exercises, and finally on to more complex, conceptual analysis problems and cases. This progression allows students to build confidence and achieve mastery of the material.
The financial statements for Bombardier can be found in MyAccountingLab. One company, Bombardier, allowing students to see how chapter concepts are connected. Understanding the significance of financial statement and industry analysis as a means to evaluate continuing problem continues a business context. As students move through the text, they complete additional steps in this comprehensive exercise. Students are able to see the big picture and learn how the topics build on one another. The Continuing Exercise can be assigned and completed within MyAccountingLab. The Continuing Problem is a more comprehensive version of the Continuing Exercise, featuring a different small business. Once again, students learn how accounting is a process and the Continuing Problem helps them put it all together.

The questions in the Know Your Business section demonstrate how accounting is applicable in real life. Featuring Financial Analysis, Industry Analysis, and Small Business Analysis questions, students learn how to apply the concepts of each chapter to help them understand the significance of financial statement and industry analysis as a means to evaluate the financial health of a company. The financial and industry analysis questions feature one company, Bombardier, allowing students to see how chapter concepts are connected. The financial statements for Bombardier can be found in MyAccountingLab.

STUDENT RESOURCES

MyAccountingLab is a powerful online learning tool that not only provides opportunities for limitless practice, but re-creates the "I get it" moments from the classroom. MyAccountingLab provides a rich suite of learning tools, including:

- Static and algorithmic versions of exercises and problems from the textbook
- An online, interactive Accounting Cycle Tutorial
- Mini-Cases
- Help Me Solve It question-specific interactive coaching
- A dynamic eText with links to media assets
- Accounting videos, animations, and DemoDocs
- "Still Don’t Get It?" features that provide alternate explanations to challenging concepts covered in the book

PREMIUM ONLINE COURSEWARE

Pearson’s MyAccountingCourse is a premium online course solution that combines fully customizable course lessons and tutorials with the personalized homework and assessment features of MyAccountingLab. Designed to be used in fully online or blended learning environments, MyAccountingCourse can accommodate various term lengths and includes an integrated eText and comprehensive Instructor Resource Guide.
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Features of MyAccountingCourse include:

- A flexible, customizable solution where an instructor may add, delete, and reorganize content. Each topic-based MyAccountingCourse module is built to specific learning outcomes, and MyAccountingCourse includes a comprehensive Instructor Resource Guide complete with course outcomes, lesson objectives, and teaching tips.

- Interactive lesson presentations with a proven learning model, robust content, and relevant video, audio, eText, downloadable MP3 lectures, and other rich media assets.

- Rich MyAccountingLab-based assessment, pre-tests, quizzes, homework, and tests.

COURSES FOR STUDENTS

CourseSmart goes beyond traditional expectations—providing instant, online access to the textbooks and course materials you need at a significant savings over the print price. With instant access from any computer and the ability to search your text, you’ll find the content you need quickly, no matter where you are. And with online tools like highlighting and note-taking, you can save time and study efficiently. See all the benefits at www.coursesmart.com/students.

PEARSON ET TEXT

Pearson eText gives you access to the text whenever and wherever you have access to the Internet. Pearson eText pages look exactly like the printed text, offering powerful new functionality for students and instructors. Users can create notes, highlight text in different colours, create bookmarks, zoom, click hyperlinked words and phrases to view definitions, and view in single-page or two-page view. Pearson eText allows for quick navigation to key parts of the eText using a table of contents and provides full-text search.

LEARNING SOLUTIONS MANAGERS

Pearson’s Learning Solutions Managers work with faculty and campus course designers to ensure that Pearson technology products, assessment tools, and online course materials are tailored to meet your specific needs. This highly qualified team is dedicated to helping schools take full advantage of a wide range of educational resources, by assisting in the integration of a variety of instructional materials and media formats. Your local Pearson Education sales representative can provide you with more details on this service program.

INSTRUCTOR’S RESOURCES

Instructor’s Teaching Tips Digital eText Resource

Instructors can easily locate useful teaching tips and resources throughout the eText located in MyAccountingLab. Easily identified by an apple icon throughout each chapter, instructors will find Chapter Overviews and Outlines, Assignment Grids, Ten-Minute Quizzes, and other valuable teaching resources, including how to integrate MyAccountingLab into their courses. Collated versions of this resource can also be downloaded from the Instructor Resources page at MyAccountingLab.

The following instructor resources are available to all adopters of this textbook:

- Instructor’s Solutions Manual: This manual contains thoroughly worked-through solutions to every question, exercise, problem, and case in the text. All solutions were prepared by the authors and technically checked twice by professional accountants.
• **Pearson TestGen:** Over 1,400 test questions, including multiple-choice, true-or-false, and essay questions, are provided in TestGen format. TestGen is a testing software that enables instructors to view and edit the existing questions, add questions, generate tests, and distribute the tests in a variety of formats.

Powerful search and sort functions make it easy to locate questions and arrange them in any order desired. TestGen also enables instructors to administer tests on a local area network, have the tests graded electronically, and have the results prepared in electronic or printed reports. TestGen is compatible with Microsoft and Apple operating systems and can be downloaded from the TestGen website located at www.pearsoned.com/testgen. Contact your local sales representative for details and access.

• **Test Item File:** The test questions in the Pearson TestGen are also available as a Test Item File in Microsoft Word format.

• **Microsoft PowerPoint Presentations:** PowerPoint presentations offer an outline of the key points for each chapter. The PowerPoint presentations for this edition also include the same useful teaching tips and resources found in the eText. These tips include such helpful resources as illustrative real-life examples, analogies to facilitate learning, examples of problems for in-class use, discussion questions for in-class use, and tips and traps.

• **Image Bank:** The image bank contains digital copies of all of the exhibits and photos in the textbook. Instructors may use these JPEGs to create or enhance their own PowerPoint presentations.

All of these instructor supplements are available for download from a password-protected section of Pearson Canada’s online catalogue (www.pearsoncanada.ca/highered). Navigate to your book’s catalogue page to view a list of those supplements that are available. See your local sales representative for details and access.

### INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TEAM

Pearson’s Innovative Solutions Team works with faculty and campus course designers to ensure that Pearson technology products, assessment tools, and online course materials are tailored to meet your specific needs. This highly qualified team is dedicated to helping schools take full advantage of a wide range of educational technology by assisting in the integration of a variety of instructional materials and media formats.

### PEARSON CUSTOM PUBLISHING

We know that not every instructor follows the exact order of a course text. Some may not even cover all the material in a given volume. Pearson Custom Publishing provides the flexibility to select the chapters you need, presented in the order you want, to tailor fit your text to your course and your students’ needs. Contact your Pearson Education Canada Sales and Editorial Representative to learn more.
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